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Abstract: Solar zenith angle and solar activity dependences of electron number

density in the nightside auroral region from the topside ionosphere to the magneto-

sphere within a geocentric radial distance of ,.0 RE were statistically investigated based

on analysis of 1-years of plasma wave data measured by the plasma wave instrument

onboard the Akebono (EXOS-D) satellite. The results are summarized as follows:

(+) Electron number density Ne changes depending on solar zenith angle and solar

activity: Ne in sunlight is about - times larger than that in darkness, and Ne during solar

maximum is about +* times larger than that during solar minimum. (,) During solar

maximum, geopotential scale height is almost constant within a range from ,/* km to

.** km. During solar minimum, geopotential scale height is drastically changes at a

geopotential height around ,***�,/** km, or an actual height of -***�.*** km:

Geopotential scale height is ,/*�.** km below the transition height and larger than /**
km above the transition height. In order to discuss the auroral phenomena in various

seasonal and solar activity conditions, the variations of ambient electron number

density, as obviously shown in this study, should be taken into consideration in future

studies.
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+. Introduction

Ambient plasma density is a fundamental parameter for understanding auroral

phenomena in the polar ionosphere and magnetosphere. The property of field-aligned

currents and plasma waves in the polar region highly depends on the ambient plasma

density. Electron number density (Ne) in the polar region has been observed by various

methods: Sounder experiments (Hagg, +301; Nelms and Lockwood, +301; Timleck and

Nelms, +303; Benson and Calvert, +313; Nsumei et al., ,**-), wave measurements

(Mozer et al., +313; Benson and Calvert, +313; Calvert, +32+; Persoon et al., +32-, +322;

Perraut et al., +33*), Langmiur probe measurements (Brace et al., +31*; Raitt, +31+;

Mozer et al., +313; Hilgers et al., +33,; Kletzing et al., +332), and spacecraft potential

measurements (Johnson et al., ,**+; Janhunen et al., ,**,). Early observations of Ne

in the polar topside ionosphrere was performed by sounder onboard Allouette II (Hagg,

+301; Nelms and Lockwood, +301; Timleck and Nelms, +303) and probe measurements
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onboard Exploler ,, and ESRO-+ (Brace et al., +31*; Raitt, +31+). From the sounder

observations, it has been reported that Ne in the polar region is often below +**/cc.

Based on ISIS-+ sounder measurement and Hawkeye wave measurement, extremely low

Ne structure (less than +/cc) has been found in an invariant latitude of 1*�-� from

+.2 RE to - RE and named “auroral plasma cavity” (Benson and Calvert, +313; Calvert,

+32+). It has also been confirmed that auroral plasma cavity is closely associated with

auroral kilometric radiation sources (Benson and Calvert, +313; Calvert, +32+; Perraut

et al., +33*), precipitating electrons and upflowing ions (Persoon et al., +322; Hilgers,

+33,). Based on potential measurement of the Polar spacecraft, Janhunen et al.

(,**,) have shown that vertical extent of auroral plasma cavity depends on solar

illumination condition at the magnetic foot point. Vertical profiles of Ne in the polar

region were further investigated based on several spacecraft data. Mozer et al. (+313)

derived vertical profile of Ne in the polar region from S--- Langmiur probe data and

LHR wave data. Based on these measurements, an empirical model of Ne profile in the

polar region has been developed, which is represented by combination of exponential

and power functions (Lysak and Hudson, +313; Kletzing and Torbert, +33.; Kletzing et

al., +332). Empirical power-law models of Ne profile have also been determined by DE-+
wave measurement (Persoon et al., +32-, +322) and IMAGE sounder measurement

(Nsumei et al., ,**-).

Based on the statistical analyses of long-term satellite data, it has been reported that

aurora-related phenomena, such as auroral electrons (Newell et al., +330, +332, +333;

Morooka and Mukai, ,**-), upflowing ions (UFI) (Cattell et al., +33+; Collin et al.,

+332; Morooka and Mukai, ,**-), auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) (Kasaba et al.,

+331; Kumamoto and Oya, +332; Kumamoto et al., ,**-a, b; Green et al., ,**.),

electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves (Elandson and Zanetti, +332), and UV

aurora intensity (Liou et al., +331, ,**+), show seasonal and solar activity dependences.

As a possible controlling factor for these observed long-term variations, seasonal and

solar cycle variations of ambient plasma density have been proposed.

In this study, Ne data in the nightside auroral region were derived from 1-years of

plasma wave data obtained by the Akebono (EXOS-D) satellite, then statistically ana-

lyzed in order to clarify the seasonal and solar activity dependences of Ne in the nightside

auroral region. In Section ,, derivation of Ne and methods of statistical analyses are

described. In Section -, Ne profiles obtained by statistical analyses and parameter fit-

ting results are presented. Discussion and conclusions are given in Section ..

,. Datasets and methods of analyses

Seven-years of plasma wave data obtained by the Plasma Waves and Sounder

(PWS) instrument onboard the Akebono satellite were utilized for the statistical study

of Ne in the nightside auroral region. The PWS instrument has been described in detail

by Oya et al. (+33*). The Ne was derived from upper limit frequency of whistler-mode

auroral hiss. A typical Akebono PWS spectrogram with derived fpe and Ne are shown

in Fig. +. In the invariant latitude larger than 0*�, upper limit frequency of auroral hiss

can be clearly identified around +** kHz. The frequency is almost equal to plasma fre-

quency fpe in the polar region where plasma frequency fpe is less than electron cyclotron
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frequency fce. Ne is, then, determined by the fpe, as shown in bottom panel of Fig. +.

It should be noted that the Ne in this study could be underestimated in cases where the

wave normal direction of auroral hiss is oblique with respect to the magnetic field. As

for the auroral hiss events analyzed in this study, the wave normal directions with

respect to magnetic fields could not be confirmed due to the limitation of standard

observation mode. Base on DE-+ wave measurements, it has been reported that au-

roral hiss propagates upward from a point source with spreading the ray path (Gurnett

et al., +32-; Calvert and Hashimoto, +33*). However, as precisely discussed by

Persoon et al. (+322), wave normal angle of auroral hiss with respect to the magnetic

field tends to approach zero as the ray path approaches to f�fpe surface.

In order to focus on the nightside auroral region, the datasets obtained in the

invariant latitude range from 0/� to 1/� in ,+** to *-** magnetic local time (MLT)

sector were selected for analyses in this study. In order to investigate seasonal and

solar activity dependences of Ne the selected datasets were then divided into . subsets:

(a) in sunlight during solar maximum, (b) in darkness during solar maximum, (c) in

sunlight during solar minimum, and (d) in darkness during solar minimum. “In

sunlight” and “in darkness” indicate solar zenith angle (SZA) conditions at the magnetic

Fig. +. An example of Akebono PWS spectrogram and derived Ne data. A typical spectrogram ob-

tained by the Akebono PWS instrument is indicated in the upper panel. The electron cyclo-

tron frequency ( fce) derived from IGRF model, the plasma frequency ( fpe) and upper hybrid

resonance (UHR) frequency ( fUHR) derived from whistler-mode auroral hiss and UHR wave

spectra are also superposed in the upper panel with white dots. The Ne data calculated from

the fpe are indicated in the lower panel.
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foot points in the polar ionosphere: “In sunlight” denotes ,/��SZA�2/� and “in

darkness” denotes 3/��SZA�+//�. The periods from April +323 to March +33,, and

from July +33- to June +331 are defined in this study as “solar maximum” and “solar

minimum”, respectively.

For each data subset, the average vertical profile of Ne was derived. In order to

understand the obtained profiles by di#usive equilibrium model, geopotential height z

was used as the height parameter. For given position, geopotential height z is defined

as follows:
f

z���
����

��

��r��
g*

dr�� (+)

where h is actual height of given position, g* is gravitational acceleration on the ground,

and f� is acceleration by gravity and centrifugal forces along the magnetic field. When

the gravity force is not constant but proportional to +/r,, the scale height H�T/mf�
depends not only on temperature T but also on r. On the other hand, the geopotential

scale height Z�T/mg* depends only on temperature T.

-. Results

Figures , to / show scatter plots of Ne in the nightside auroral region in sunlight

during solar maximum, in darkness during solar maximum, in sunlight during solar

minimum, and in darkness during solar minimum, respectively. The lower and upper

horizontal axes indicate geopotential height z and actual height h, respectively. The left

and right vertical axes indicate Ne and corresponding plasma frequency fpe. Ne profiles

show clear solar zenith angle and solar activity dependences: Ne in sunlight or during

solar maximum is larger than that in darkness or during solar minimum. Ne profiles in

darkness are more scattered than those in sunlight. It can be also pointed out that Ne

profiles during solar maximum shows almost constant gradient in all height range while

Ne profiles during solar minimum changes their gradient at a transition height around

z�,*** km (h�-*** km).

Geopotential scale heights Z in geopotential height ranges from z�-** km to +,**
km, from +-** km to ,,** km, and from ,-** km to -,** km were determined by the

least square fitting method with the following function:

ln Ne�ln Ne*�
z�z*

Z
� (,)

where z* is standard geopotential height, and Ne* is the electron number density at

z�z*. In this study, z*�+*** km (h�+,** km), z*�,*** km (h�-*** km) and z*�-***
km (h�0*** km) were respectively selected for fitting from z�-** km to +,** km, from

+-** km to ,,** km, and from ,-** km to -,** km. Ne data above z�-,** km (h�
1*** km) were not utilized for the fitting analysis in order to avoid unfavorable e#ects

by the lower limit of Ne measurement range, which is due to the observation frequency

range of the Akebono plasma wave data. Fitted lines are superposed on Figs. , to /.

Determined parameters are also summarized in Table +. In order to compare the fitted

Ne profiles, they are replotted in Fig. 0 with the empirical Ne model profile proposed by

Kletzing et al. (+332) for reference. Ne in sunlight is about - times larger than that in

darkness. Ne during solar maximum is about +* times larger than that during solar
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minimum. During solar maximum, the geopotential scale height Z is around ,/*�.**
km in all height range. During solar minimum, on the other hand, the geopotential

scale height Z in the height range above z�,-** km becomes larger than /** km in

sunlight and 3** km in darkness. Geopotential scale height in each height range is

Fig. ,. Vertical distribution of electron number density Ne in sunlight during solar maximum (red

dots). The lower and upper horizontal axes indicate geopotential height z and actual height

h, respectively. The left and right vertical axes indicate electron number density Ne and

corresponding plasma frequency fpe . The fitted Ne profiles from z�-** km to +,** km,

from +-** km to ,,** km, and from ,-** km to -,** km are also indicated by green lines.

Fig. -. Vertical distribution of

electron number density Ne in

darkness during solar maxi-

mum. The format is the same

as Fig. ,.
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Fig. .. Vertical distribution of

electron number density Ne in

sunlight during solar mini-

mum. The format is the same

as Fig. ,.

Fig. /. Vertical distribution of

electron number density Ne in

darkness during solar mini-

mum. The format is the same

as Fig. ,.

Table +. Electron number density at the standard height Ne* and geopotential scale height Z deter-

mined by the least square fitting method.

Solar
activity

Solar
zenith
angle

Determined parameter

(z�-**�+,** km) (z�+-**�,,** km) (z�,-**�-,** km)

Ne*[/m-]
(z*�+*** km)

Z
(km)

Ne*[/m-]
(z*�,*** km)

Z
(km)

Ne*[/m-]
(z*�-*** km)

Z
(km)

Maximum
,/�2/�
3/�+//�

-.1-�+*+*

3.,,�+*3

-+*
,22

,.--�+*3

2.2*�+*2

-.,
-21

+./+�+*2

/./3�+*1

.+-
-32

Minimum
,/�2/�
3/�+//�

/..*�+*3

+.03�+*3

,0-
,0/

-.30�+*2

+.*3�+*2

--1
-2+

/.*/�+*1

,.0+�+*1

/,*
3,2
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plotted in Fig. 1. It can be clearly shown that geopotential scale height during solar

minimum drastically changes between height ranges below ,,** km and above ,-** km.

Fig. 0. The fitted Ne profiles in sunlight during solar maximum (red lines), in darkness during solar

maximum (green lines), in sunlight during solar minimum (blue line), and in darkness during

solar minimum (violet lines). The Ne profile of the empirical model proposed by Kletzing et al.

(+332) is also indicated for reference (black curve).

Fig. 1. Geopotential scale height determined by Ne profiles in sunlight during solar maximum (red

lines), in darkness during solar maximum (green lines), in sunlight during solar minimum

(blue line), and in darkness during solar minimum (violet lines).
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.. Discussion and conclusions

Based on 1-years of plasma wave data obtained by the Akebono satellite, the solar

zenith angle and solar activity dependences of Ne in the nightside auroral region within

geocentric radial distance of ,.0 RE are clarified as follows: (+) Electron number density

Ne changes depending on solar zenith angle and solar activity: Ne in sunlight is about -
times larger than that in darkness, and Ne during solar maximum is about +* times larger

than that during solar minimum. (,) During solar maximum, the geopotential scale

height Z is almost constant: It is within a range from ,/* km to .** km. During solar

minimum, the geopotential scale height Z drastically changes at a geopotential height

around ,***�,/** km, or an actual height of -***�.*** km: Geopotential scale height

Z is ,/*�.** km below the transition height and larger than /** km above the height.

As shown in Figs. , to /, Ne profiles in darkness are more scattered than those in

sunlight. It has been reported that auroral plasma cavity, which is probably associated

with field aligned potential drops, often seen in the nightside auroral regions (Benson

and Calvert, +313; Calvert, +32+; Persoon et al., +322). Ne profile in darkness could be

a mixture of Ne profiles in the background and within the auroral plasma cavity.

The Ne profile during solar minimum is quite similar to the empirical model

proposed by Kletzing et al. (+332). The coincidence is probably because the model is

based on the S--- datasets obtained mainly in +310, or during solar minimum. Ne

profiles obtained in previous studies have also been summarized by Hilgers (+33,). In

Fig. , of Hilgers (+33,), the Ne profile obtained by DE-+ is -�+* times larger than that

obtained by Viking. The DE-+ dataset was obtained in a period from +32+ to +32,
(Persoon et al., +32-), or during solar maximum. On the other hand, the Viking

dataset was obtained in a period from +320 to +321, or during solar minimum. The

di#erence of Ne, in these studies, is probably due to the solar activity dependence as

determined in this study.

It is plausible that the electron components below the transition height are from the

polar ionosphere. Because the ionization rate in the ionosphere highly depends on solar

zenith angle and the solar EUV fluxes, they can a#ect the Ne profiles up to several

thousand km height. Below the transition height, geopotential scale height Z is almost

constant within ,/*�.** km, which suggests that ions and electrons probably distribute

depending on di#usive equilibrium process with almost constant temperature. Kletzing

et al. (+332) reported that electron temperature (Te) is about + eV in an invariant

latitude range from 0/� to 2*� below the altitude of -*** km. Mean ion mass M is,

therefore, the order of ten proton mass, which suggests that heavy ions such as O� are

dominant below the transition height. Above the transition height, where light ions are

dominant, it is also possible that Ne profile is mainly controlled by ion outflow process

rather than di#usive equilibrium process. In this study, the transition height of

geopotential scale height Z is found only during solar minimum. It is inferred that the

transition height moves to a geocentric radial distance larger than ,.0 RE during solar

maximum. Assuming that (+) Ne profile of high-altitude plasma component, as seen

above z�,-** km during solar minimum, does not change depending on solar zenith

angle and solar activity conditions, and (,) geopotential scale height of low-altitude

plasma component is almost constant not only below ,.0 RE but also above ,.0 RE, the
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transition heights in sunlight and darkness during solar maximum are estimated to be

z�.+** km (h�+0*** km) and z�-0** km (h�3/** km), respectively.

Ne is one of the most important parameters in the polar region plasma. Seasonal

and solar activity dependences of AKR have been clarified by some previous studies

(Kumamoto et al., ,**+, ,**-a, b; Green et al., ,**.). It should be pointed out that

seasonal and solar cycle variations of Ne profile below the transition height seem to

determine the vertical profile of AKR sources: Occurrence probability of AKR shows

maximum at h�-/** km in winter (in darkness) during solar minimum, at h�./** km

in winter during solar maximum, at h�//** km in summer (in sunlight) during solar

minimum, and above 1*** km in summer during solar maximum. In all cases, Ne at

these heights is about +*2/m-. The Ne value is much larger than the criteria reported by

the previous studies on AKR generation mechanism via cyclotron maser instability

(CMI) processes (Benson and Calvert, +313; Calvert, +32+; Lee et al., +32*; Hewitt et

al., +32,). It is inferred that the dense cold plasma are locally depleted to be below +/

cc in the auroral field line by the field-aligned potential drops. The balanced Ne profile

with cold plasma di#usions from the ionosphere and depletions by the field-aligned

potential drops might determine the vertical profile of AKR sources. The Ne model

proposed in this study is also useful for the derivation of vertical profile of Alfvén wave

velocity including seasonal and solar activity e#ects. In previous theoretical and

simulation studies on Alfvén waves in the polar region, “darkness/solar-minimum”-type

Ne profile models are often used as a typical Ne profile. In order to discuss the auroral

phenomena in various seasonal and solar activity conditions, the ambient Ne variations,

as shown in this study, should be taken into consideration in future studies.
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